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executive chair
We are approaching the end of the calendar year and what an eventful year it has
been, both at home and abroad. We have seen the worst and best of times. Palace
Group, in keeping with fast improving technologies and global competitiveness,
is applying new technologies in meeting the needs of our customers. We have
had positive feedback, for example, on our smart metering technology as can be
found on the “Smart Metering for Success” feature on page 6. We have worked
at providing a holistic solution to issues faced by many of the municipalities
within South Africa and, indeed, beyond our borders.
Whilst we appreciate such good news, we are mindful of the ever competitive
engineering and technology industry. As such, we are gearing up for the future
as we need to ensure that our footprint firmly extends to the developing markets
in Africa where opportunities are presenting themselves to us. We have seen huge
growth potential in ECOWAS and SADC in recent years. Such is the challenge
that is facing Palace, to ensure we get sizable projects off the ground through
formidable partnerships with local governments and grow our business. We do
need to work harder though, at meeting such growth targets, as the potential is
there for us to achieve our business goals.
Cheers!

Mbuso

Dlamini

Executive Chairman
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Ambient monitoring and health impact study
of atmospheric contaminants in Richards Bay
By Dr Martin van Nierop
Background
Air pollution is a problem that affects most cities
throughout the world and is as thus not unique to
South Africa. As industrialization expands within a city
so does the population, the number of vehicles and
the potential for diminishing air quality. Many cities are experiencing incidents
of poor visibility due to increased levels of pollution, particularly during
stable atmospheric conditions. Not only is air pollution visually unpleasant,
but it is also a health hazard for people living in metropolitan centres.
In 2000, the Medical Research Council conducted a preliminary health study
in Richards Bay and found that there was a high level of public concern
about air quality and the associated health impacts in the area. Due to
increased industrial activity and other contributors to urban air pollution,
communities perceive the area to have high levels of atmospheric pollution
and that exposure to these atmospheric contaminants is directly causing
respirator y tract infections amongst the local population.
The KwaZulu-Natal Department of Agriculture and Environmental Affairs
(DAEA) in partnership with the uMhlathuze Municipality, has devised a study
to describe the range of ambient exposures of criteria pollutants through
ambient monitoring systems. This study aimed to assess the potential risks
posed by such exposures through health risk assessment concerning the
health of communities in the Richards Bay and Esikwini areas of the
uMhlathuze Municipality.

Above:

Gondwana employee installing passive badges in an area
of Richards Bay
Below Left: Gondwana employee installing passive badges in
selected sites

As part of this study, Gondwana Environmental Solutions (Pty) Ltd, of which
Palace Group owns a 50% stake, was appointed to supply and install ambient

monitoring systems, as well as to conduct a health study and a health risk
assessment as a consequence of exposure to atmospheric contaminants.
Scope of work
The scope of work for this project included, firstly, ambient monitoring
which involves the supply and installation of four (4) mobile monitoring
stations for the monitoring of sulphur dioxide (SO2), oxides of nitrogen
(NOx), particulates (PM10) and VOC (volatile organic compounds). It also
involved meteorological instruments with associated data management
systems, ongoing maintenance and calibration.
The second part of the scope of work is the health study and health risk
assessment. The health study is firstly to work towards determining the
health status of the communities with particular emphasis on respiratory
problems and health status of more susceptible members of the community.
Secondly, it was to try to establish a relationship between outdoor air pollution,
4
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the health outcomes and the quality of life within the Richards Bay and
Esikwini communities. The health risk assessment included hazard
identification, exposure assessment, dose-response assessment and risk
characterization.
Execution of the project
Gondwana undertook a passive monitoring campaign of the NO2, SO2 and
VOC (volatile organic compounds) concentrations of the air in and around
the Richards Bay area. Sampling of the air was done using Radiello passive
badges. The passive badges were set up in 40 various sites which were
chosen to achieve an even distribution over the study area. Sampling of the
parameters took place over a two-week period after which the badges were
removed for analysis and replaced with new samplers. After a further two
weeks, the new badges were then also removed and sent for analysis in a
SANAS accredited laboratory. The passive badge campaign assisted in
identifying appropriate sites for the four pole-mounted ambient monitoring
analyzers. These have been installed and are currently operational.

Above:
Aeroquals ambient monitoring station
Below Left: Passive badge installed at a local clinic
Below:
Delivery and installation of an ambient monitoring station

Currently, Gondwana is setting up to commence the health study, which
includes:
• Obtaining an emissions inventory of the Richards Bay area.
• Undertaking a dispersion modelling exercise for the region.
• Distribution of questionnaires in local school, clinics and hospitals
in the selected areas to log the cases of respiratory problems within
the communities.
• Lung function testing on sampled members of the community, i.e.
the elderly and children to determine the prevalence of asthma and
respiratory problems.
• Identification of individuals in the community to wear the Aerosol
sidepack for a predetermined period.

Conclusion
Although Gondwana has successfully delivered many air quality monitoring
projects over the past few years, it is very proud to be part of this unique
project. The uniqueness of the project comes from the secondary element
of the project, which involves the human impact study of exposure to
atmospheric contaminants. This element links the deteriorating urban air
quality with its actual impact on human health and the environment.
Amongst Gondwana’s portfolio of projects is the current project at the
Sishen mine of Kumba Iron Ore where Gondwana installed a new particulate
monitoring system to measure the air quality impact of the mine. This
project is now awaiting commissioning. Another ongoing project is that of
the Mpumalanga provincial air quality monitoring network, which consists
of four (4) fully equipped ambient air quality monitoring stations measuring
criteria pollutants, including mercury.

Status of the project
The project is still in progress with the expected date of delivery being end
of 2011. Air quality monitoring in the region should be continually monitored
to ensure pollution levels are not increasing and do not impact on sensitive
areas and local communities.

A recently completed project undertaken by Gondwana was the air quality
management plan for the West Coast District Municipality.

Gondwana has commenced with the health study and health risk assessment,
which will be completed within the allocated timeframe of the project.

About Richards Bay
Richards Bay is a coastal town located within the KwaZulu Natal province with an estimated population of 336,000. Forming part
of the uMhlathuze municipality, it is situated on a 30km2 lagoon on the Mhlathuze River, which functions as one of South Africa’s
largest harbours boasting the largest coal export facility in the world. The uMhlathuze municipality covers a region consisting of
various settlements including rural, urban and agricultural regions. Other economic activities in the area include aluminium smelting
and iron ore.
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Smart Metering for Success
Using smart metering t echnology results in increase of revenue collection
Content and interviews by Zanele Mlambo & Felicity Dire
Information supplied by various Grinpal project coordinators
Advanced smart meters are continuing to change the dynamics of electricity
metering across many municipalities in South Africa. Smart meters now form
a critical component in the fight to save electricity and are also heeding the call
for a greener environment through clever usage of electricity.

Benefits of smart meters:
• Prevention of rolling blackouts.
• Protection of distribution equipment.
• Prevention of consumer supply interruption by the utility (the consumer
connects and disconnects himself/herself to/from the electricity grid)
• Enabling the consumer to do better energy planning for the family.
• Ridding the country of unnecessary carbon emissions due to reduced and
efficient energy usage by the country and makes, thus reducing the effective
carbon footprint of the user, utility and the country.
• Contributing to the deferment of expenditure on electricity and other energy
generation.
• Making the world a better and intelligent place to live in.

Success Stories of Grinpal’s Smart Metering Technology
The smart metering technology by Grinpal Energy Management has revolutionized
the energy industry where many challenges such as power theft, non-payment
and service delivery were experienced by many municipalities in the country.
The IMOO1, an internationally recognised smart meter, was developed in-house
with unique features that have offered many clients improved revenue and service
levels.
One of the first municipalities to have the smart meters installed by Grinpal was
Thabazimbi municipality located in the west of the Limpopo province. By the end
of 2002, Grinpal had 749 Smart Meters completely installed. Apart from helping
the end users, i.e. the consumers/home owners, to control their electricity usage
and bills, smart meters also help the principal customer (e.g. municipality) to
collect revenue in an efficient and time-saving manner, thereby providing
advantages to both the customer and the consumers of electricity.

Above: Grinpal Technicians at installation of meters
Left:
Mr. Cornelius Booysens, Director Infrastructure Development,
Thabazimbi Municipality
Below: One of our installed smart meters

"Smart metering has been a
very good investment for the
municipality. The technology
has not only improved
revenue collection, but it has
also positively impacted on
maintenance and operational
costs." says Cornelius Booysen,

Another municipality that is also reaping the benefits of smart metering
is the Maluti-a-Phofung municipality. Commenting on the benefits of the
smart meter technology from Grinpal, Dr. Mzangwa, formerly mayor of
Maluti-a-Phofung municipality and now district mayor of Thabo
Mofotsanyana, of which Maluti is a part, says, "The meters have enhanced
revenue collection and meter tampering has decreased substantially
since the installation of the meters," says Dr Mzangwa.

"For example, after the meters
were fully installed, in an area
where we used to collect
approximately forty five
thousand rands (R45,000)
over a period of 3 months, we
are now able to collect three
hundred and fifty thousand
rands (R350,000) in the same
area within the same period."

"Meter tampering was a big problem for us, which resulted in the
municipality being unable to
collect revenue at the rate we
wanted. But since the meters were
installed, this had been
addressed. The meters are
efficient and I would recommend
them to anyone who plans to use
the technology," notes Dr
Mzangwa.

According to Booysen, the technology has not only improved revenue collection,
but it has also positively impacted on maintenance and operational costs.

To date Grinpal has installed about
9,000 Smart Meters in Maluti-aPhofung municipality. In recognition
of the benefits that the Maluti-aPhofung municipality has reaped
through the technology, an order of
more than 20,000 smart meters has
been placed to Grinpal.

"Previously one would have to physically monitor sites and now
monitoring can be done at a click of a button from your desk, saving
you a lot of time and money. You are also able to switch off customers
without going to their homes which also assist in regulating earnings,"
adds Booysen.
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Thaba Chweu Municipality
Smart Metering Project

Thabazimbi Project
Extension in December 2010

Grinpal has further been awarded a project to install its smart meters in the
Thaba Chweu local municipality in Mpumalanga. The municipality is one of
five (5) local municipalities within the Ehlazeni District and has an estimated
population of 97,734. Grinpal has been appointed for the installation of 19,500
units across Thaba Chweu including areas such as Sabie, Graskop, Lydenburg,
Pilgrims Rest and the surrounding rural areas. The project commenced in
June 2011 and is envisaged to end mid 2012.

In March 2008, an audit was conducted in areas where Grinpal’s smart metering
technology was not installed. The resulting report indicated that whereas the
municipality was able to receive an average of three hundred and fifty rands
(R350,00) per consumer per month from Grinpal’s system, it only received
between thirty-five and forty-one rands (R35,00 – R41,00) per customer per
month in areas where this system was not installed. It was found that this
was primarily as a result of electricity theft and the municipality’s lack of
capability to detect tampering on the existing meters installed in the audited
areas.

Empowering the Local Community
As with many municipalities, Thaba Chweu is not immune to the plight of
poverty caused by widespread unemployment, particularly among the youth.
As part of this project, Grinpal has undertaken to appoint and train local youth
contractors. The contractors will be trained on various aspects of the project,
including the installation of cell concentrators, smart meters and pole-top
boxes.

"Grinpal is working with all the nine provinces to ensure a steady supply to
municipalities, metros and property developers," states Gert Gous, Senior
Vice-President, Technology at Grinpal. "We are also rolling out the meters in
other countries too. We are currently conducting pilot studies in India and are
finalising the first two contracts for installations in Nigeria," concludes Gous.
Following the report and with Grinpal’s proven technology and the municipality’s
increased revenue collection and control, Grinpal was awarded a further project
to replace nine hundred and six (906) smart meters with displays and five (5)
cell concentrators on five (5) transformers and the commissioning of the
devices. The first phase of these additional installations commenced on
3 December 2010. This phase saw the completion of four hundred and fifty
three (453) installations in Thabazimbi Extension 5. The second phase of the
installation, which is yet to be completed, will conclude the installation of the
remaining four hundred and fifty-three (453) smart meters.

Top:
Overview of Regorogile ext 5 part 2
Avove: Grinpal Technicians at Installation of Meters
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Palace awards long-serving staff members
As part of the company’s policy, in April 2011, Palace Group awarded more than twenty employees for long service at the Group’s subsidiaries. We
are proud of this provision, as it allows the company to do succession planning utilising some of these individuals. Some of the awarded employees
are shown here. The full list of awarded employees is below. Our GCEO and his management wish all these dedicated staff members a further fulfilling
stay at the company.
1.
4.
7.
10.
13.
16.
19.
22.
25.
28.

Mahlangu, Elizabeth Lindiwe
Phalane, Abram
Govender, Desigan
Mbonyana, Mandlenkosi Makaula
Lefifi, Basil Charles
Masoma, Hilda Makadi
Gumbo, Sarah
Nkosi, Dorcas
Lukhozi, T C
Fairley, Lee-Anne

2.
5.
8.
11.
14.
17.
20.
23.
26.

Mashele, Johannes Isaiah
Skosana, Richard
Hearn, Gareth Brett
Fahla, Petros Vusumuzi
Mabunda, Chris
Miyambu, Hasani Richard
Ridhoo, Marlene
Kunene, Ruth
Ntini, M A

Some of the awarded employees
Above L-R: Lindiwe Mahlangu, Richard Skosana, Desigan Govender
Below L-R: Marlene Ridhoo, Dorcas Nkosi, Ruth Kunene
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3.
6.
9.
12.
15.
18.
21.
24.
27.

Moagi, Lodwick Khasane
Gous, Gert
Heyl, Hendrik Petrus
Lamfiti, Magogo Albertina
Magwaza, Willie
Rasetelo, Matome Alfred
Hlatshwayo, Magdeline
Nazier, Nazlie
Visser, Taryn L
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Jonathan awarded scholarship

What is the award all about?
It is an all-inclusive USGBC Greenbuild 2011 Scholarship to attend the Greenbuild International Conference and Expo in Toronto, Canada from 2 to 7
October 2011. Only five scholarships were available to a group of 77 member countries of which Green Building Council of South Africa is one. Palace
Group is now a member of Green Building Council of South Africa.

What is the significance of the award?
It is a very important award to me, especially as it is an opportunity to discover innovative technologies.

What was the process involved in getting consideration?
Applicants completed the USGBC application form and sent it back to the World Green Building Council for consideration. The application form contained
a series of structured questions. Applicants were supposed to respond to these questions in line with US Green Building Council’s mission of transforming
the way buildings and communities are designed, built and operated, enabling an environmentally and socially responsible, healthy and prosperous
environment that improves the quality of life.

Why did you choose to participate in the conference?
I saw that USGBC were offering five all-inclusive scholarships and to me it was a great opportunity not to be missed. There will be so much to learn by
being involved in such a gathering, and with over 20, 000 delegates, there is going to be a wealth of information.

This interview was conducted in September before Jonathan left for Canada
9
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By Edwin Naidoo

construction supervision of the Waterval 50Mw/day plant extension.

Introduction

The sheer nature and size of the project provided Palace Group with a
great opportunity to expand its municipal waste water treatment business.
For this project, the Group (through one of its subsidiaries, Palace
Technologies) undertook the design of the mechanical and electrical
works, as well as the bulk of the structural design work.

For over twenty years, Palace Group has undertaken
consulting engineering services for new waste water
treatment plants, as well as for plant upgrades.
Through the experience gained during this period,
we are proud to consider ourselves one of the leading consulting
engineering houses for waste water treatment.

The development of the designs was executed in a manner that
incorporated ERWAT’s operational experience and preferences.
Construction on this plant commenced in June 2004 and the plant was
commissioned in 2008. The results were that ERWAT was presented
with a 50Mw/day module which is exceptionally robust, performs very
well and is easy to operate and maintain. Consequently, the successful
execution of this project for ERWAT has assisted the Palace/BCP JV
with obtaining the subsequent appointments of the Welgedacht 50
Mw/day plant extension, as well as the Rietvlei new plant site selection
and construction for ERWAT.

Our History in Waste Water Treatment Plants
Palace Group’s first waste water treatment projects dates back to more
than twenty years ago with Olifantsvlei and Bushkoppies in1989.
In recent years, the company has been heavily involved in waste water
treatment for ERWAT. This began in 2003 when the Palace/BCP JV was
appointed by ERWAT to render consulting engineering services for the
process design, preliminary design, tender design, detail design and
10
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Above:
Below:
Left:

New 2x25 Mw/day bio-reactors at the Waterval WWCW, Module 4
New emergency overflow dam and inlet works at Waterval WWCW
Arial view of the new Module 4 at the Waterval WWCW, alongside the existing Module 3 on the right
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Above:
Below:
Right:

Primary settling tank at Waterval WWCW, Module 4, during construction
Final clarifiers at Waterval WWCW, Module 4, during construction
Bio-reactor mechanical equipment at the Waterval WWCW, Module 4
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ERWAT was so impressed with the performance of their new Waterval
module 4, they requested the company to design and construct a similar
plant for their planned Welgedacht plant extensions. The design for
Welgedacht turned out to be slightly different to those of the Waterval
module. Tighter effluent quality standards, as well as higher electricity
prices required that the plant be reconfigured to take advantage of more
appropriate technology.

services. Through our experience over the years we can proudly say that
we are one of the leading consulting engineering houses in these areas.
Unlike many other engineering houses, we are able to execute all of the
work in-house without having to subcontract any work out.

Our Future
At present, more than half of South Africa’s 850 municipal waste
water treatment plants are performing very poorly against the
required national standard. There are many reasons for these
plants performing poorly. However, one of major contributing
factors is that many plants are overloaded. Government has to
spend billions within the next few years on building new plants
and upgrading the equipment and infrastructure of existing
plants.

As consulting engineers, we honour our responsibility to advise our
clients of the advantages and disadvantages of alternative technologies.
Therefore, Palace Group undertook various studies for Welgedacht,
such as the life cycle costs analysis of aeration methods for the bioreactors. These types of studies are very important as they result in
permanent configuration of the plant and commit the client to long-term
costs. For that reason, we put tremendous effort into these studies and
we adopt a professional approach to ensure accurate results. Palace
Group is proud of the work performed in this area, especially for the
Welgedacht design. It has been of the highest standard and has resulted
in the selection of technologies which are against the typical norm.

At Palace Group, we aim at growing our skills base by obtaining
additional projects and recruiting and developing the necessary
skills to execute multiple projects. We are also placing greater
emphasis on further developing of skills in civil and process
designs. We are committed and focused on being the leading
consulting engineering house for all aspects of waste water
treatment plant design and construction management.

Our Portfolio of Projects
Thus far, Palace Group has completed and is working on several waste
water treatment projects for ERWAT. Our projects portfolio includes
projects such as the Waterval new 50Mw/day module 4, which has been
completed, and ongoing projects such as the Waterval sludge digestion
and dewatering, Welgedacht new 50Mw/day module 2, Hartbeesfontein
14Mw/day plant upgrade, and Rietvlei scoping for a new plant.

Our Strengths
Although Palace Technologies is actively involved in all aspects of
consulting engineering services, including civil and structural design,
we have excelled especially in the mechanical and electrical engineering
13
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Palace Group in the community
Palace Group donates computers at Eqinisweni in Ivory Park

In May 2011, Palace Group donated over ten (10) computers to Eqinisweni
Secondary School in Ivory Park, which is renowned for its good record
of learner performance reflected in yearly matric results.

Group Communications Manager, Ms Felicity Dire and Coordinator, Ms
Daphney Letshedi were also present at the ceremony.
“Education is a societal initiative, a goal that is realized through the
establishment of such partnerships”, says Mr. J.S. Kunene, Principal
of Eqinisweni.

The items were well received by the then DoE Johannesburg District
Director, Mr. J.B. Matabane, the Principal of the school, Mr. J.S. Kunene,
Deputy Principal, Mr. D. Mangoale, teachers and learners alike.
We are proud to contribute to schools in previously disadvantaged
communities. Making the hand-over from Palace Group was the Group
Division Executive: Strategic Communications, Ms Zanele Mlambo.

Proud recipients of computers - DoE District Director, Principal
and Deputy Principal of Eqinisweni
Left:
Zanele Mlambo handing over PCs to Principal and RCL President
Above: Daphney Letshedi (Palace) handing over a thank-you gift to
JB Matabane (District director)
Top:
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Top:
Above:

Ms Gugu Khumalo Department of Education Gauteng
East District
Some of the donated items

Top:
Some of the pupils inside the school library
Centre: A laptop donated to the Department of Education
Bottom: Felicity Dire (Palace) handing over a thank-you gift to JS Kunene
(Principal)
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Community Enterprise
Development Bakery Project
LOCATION: ALEXANDRA, JHB

Site Renovation and Other Support
Amongst the many milestones reached in the setting up of this enterprise
is the completion of renovations of the bakery site which involved minor
construction work. These works were also funded by Palace Group in
preparation for the commencement of operations.
Palace Group further donated a computer and printer to the project to
be used in the daily running of the enterprise.

Introduction
The Alexandra Child Care & Support Centre bakery enterprise has finally
been set up. Palace Group has injected capital towards this project. The
bakery is intended to create an income for the parents and guardians.
In addition, it is to provide a sustainable source of financial support to
the ACCSC itself, which supports the growing population of orphans
and vulnerable children (OVC) resulting from HIV/AIDS and other poverty
related causes within its location.

Conclusion
Constant monitoring will be conducted by Palace Group to ensure that
the bakery enterprise is a success and achieves its founding goals and
objectives. The success of this project will also be able to benefit more
parents and guardians in the future.
Palace Group wishes to thank the project team, which includes
representatives of Palace Group, as funders, ACCSC board, parents’
representatives, as well as other entities such as Sediba Tshepo, from
which it occasionally draws expertise and experience for setting up such
projects.

The selection of this centre was encouraged by the Group’s commitment
to improving lives of ordinary citizens especially in the areas where it
operates. Alexandra is an area where Grinpal Energy Management Pty
(Ltd), a subsidiary of Palace Group, is actively involved through the prepaid smart metering technology project. Numerous local contractors
have been appointed since it commenced. Grinpal also has Community
Liaison Officers (CLOs) for this project in each ward in Alexandra. Palace
Group’s commitment is therefore rooted in good governance, local
empowerment and sustainability of the projects on which it embarks.

Training of the Participants
The parents and guardians of the ACCSC completed an extensive two
week training programme at the bakery site in Alexandra. The training,
conducted by Siyabonga Africa, covered a wide range of topics, including
business management skills, gas safety skills, bread making theory and
practice, as well as the production of confectionary goods. The participants
were also trained on the equipment and various accessories they will
be using in the bakery. At the successful completion of the training
session, all participants were awarded certificates. Siyabonga Africa will
continue to monitor the progress of the participants over a period of
time to ensure successful implementation of learned skills.
16
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Palace Super Falcons
defends the
Sasol National Championship

Palace Super Falcons Academy and Women’s Football Club, a CSI initiative,
owned and wholly funded by Palace Group, has been a phenomenal success in
achieving some of its key objectives. Established in 2002, the academy was
formed as a way of empowering girls and young women through soccer in
disadvantaged communities. The Academy‘s vision was to become a leading
force in women soccer; to dissuade young women from self-destructive activities
and engage them in a social, participative and commercially viable activity.
Since its inception, the academy has
produced quality players that have been
successful on the national platform for both
the Banyana Banyana and Basetsana
Basetsana teams. Palace Super Falcons
started its road to success in the Sanlam
League back in 2002/2003 where it was
promoted three years later to the Vodacom
League. It took the academy only two years
to be promoted to the now women’s football
big league, the Sasol-sponsored Women’s
Provincial League in the season 2007/2008.
Remarkably, Palace Super Falcons have
consistently won the provincial league since
then, churning out quality skillful players
that featured regularly in the national teams.

Defending the National Championship
In 2011, Palace Super Falcons made soccer history yet again by becoming the
first team to defend their title successfully. Palace Super Falcons flew through
the competition in exhilarating glamour, flair and an exceptional showcase of skill
and talent. Falcons played an overall of six (6) matches at the national
championships, scoring thirty-one (31) goals without conceding.
View Academy profile and player profiles online: www.palacegroup.co.za
under CSI, Palace Super Falcons Academy sub-section.

This women’s team has done exceptionally well for themselves, collecting other
accolades along the way such as the 2003 FNB Cup, 2004 and 2006 Palace
Engineering Cup, 2005 Maimane Piri Cup and twice in a row the PAHA Women’s
Day Cup, as well as the 2009 Palace Cup against Botswana’s Double Action
FC.
In 2009, SAFA introduced the Sasol National Women’s Championships which
is a competition between all the provincial league winners. The inaugural
championships were a learning curve for Falcons who were knocked out at the
semi-final stages. The lesson was hard on the team that was so accustomed to
success. In the subsequent year, Falcons came back to reclaim the prize as the

Main:
Above right:
Right:

Palace Super Falcons team in their Sasol gear
PSF warming up before final match at national playoffs
Falcons players celebrating their victory with fans at a
Palace Group sponsored braai
Insert above: Kgadi 'Gautrain' Mokoma
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Max Chauke

Senior Electrical Engineer, Palace Technologies

1 Tell us a briefly about yourself. Max Chauke comes from Bungeni village in Limpopo. I graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree
in 2001 and obtained my Masters degree in electrical engineering from Wits in 2007. I am a professional engineer registered with the
Engineering Council of South Africa.
I started working for the then ABB Powertech Transformers (now Powertech Transformers) from 2002 until February 2005. I worked
for Eskom between 2006 and 2008. I have been in Europe (several countries), US, Canada and Brazil on training in various electrical
engineering related topics. I am currently employed as a Senior Engineer responsible for the Palace Technologies’ Transmission
and Distribution Division.
2 Since you have recently joined the Group, tell us what encouraged your decision to join the Group and how
your experience has been thus far. My decision to join Palace Group was fuelled by the diversity I saw within
the Group. Palace Group offers services across a broad engineering spectrum and has multiple engineering
disciplines under one house, which is not very common for black-owned businesses.
My experience has been a good one so far, everyone has been welcoming and supportive. From a
business perspective, everything seems to be going well, but like any other organization there is
also a room for improvement.
3 Please enlighten us on the core service offering of the Transmission, Distribution, DMS
Division and the role that you play. The Transmission and Distribution Division of Palace
Technologies provides design and project management services in the electricity sector, the
main clients being Eskom and municipalities. Palace Technologies is also a registered Energy
Services Company (ESCO) which offers demand side management (DSM) services.
I have been appointed as a Senior Electrical Engineer responsible for managing the power
distribution department; managing decision making; approval of department structure
and appointments; design and project management; as well as profit and loss accountability.
4 Tell us more about the type of projects that you are involved in and the reception
in the market or by clients. Transmission and Distribution Division is involved in distribution
and transmission projects such as electrification, vegetation management, demand side
management, substation maintenance and reticulation.
The reception has been good and the evidence is in the trust that clients continue to
have in Palace as we have seen when they extend our existing contracts or give us
new projects.
5 What is or has been your greatest professional accomplishment? It was when I
was involved in the Fifa Soccer World Cup preparations last year, as an Electrical
Engineer for the Royal Bafokeng Stadium in Rustenburg. We successfully met and
exceeded the FIFA requirements as far as electrical and IT infrastructure was concerned.
6 How do you unwind after a hectic day of work? I normally go to the gym or hang
out with friends playing pool or chess. I like keeping myself up to date with the current
affairs in our country and abroad. I like reading newspapers, online news, etc.
I believe in helping other people, hence I’m a founding member of a youth development
organization (NPO) focusing on providing career information and guidance to
previously disadvantaged learners.
7 Do you consider yourself a sports fanatic? Yes, I love sports, especially boxing
and soccer. Ooh, what a spectacle 2010 Fifa World Cup in our own backyard was!
I’m also one of the founding members of a soccer team called Vahluri FC, which
has just been promoted to play in the SAFA Castle League. Also a fan of the Palace
Super Falcons of course!
8 What is your most prized possession? Most prized possession is my family. I cannot
imagine how life could have been without my mother.
9 Where do you see Palace Group 5-10 years from now? I would like to see the T&D
Division grow and do even bigger substations and transmission line projects.
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PALACE GROUP

OFFICES

4
1
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2
SANDTON
Physical address
1st Floor, Pathway House
53A Albertyn Avenue
Off Katherine Street
Wierda Valley, Sandton
Postal Address
Postnet Suite 405
Private Bag X 9924 | 2146
Tel: +27 11 783 1206
Fax: +27 11 783 1421
SANDTON CITY
Physical Address
5th Floor
Sandton City Office Towers
Sandton
Postal Address
Postnet Suite 405
Private Bag X 9924 | 2146
Tel: +27 11 883 4347
Fax: +27 11 784 6852
GRAYSTON
Physical Address
3rd Floor
China Construction Bank Building
95 Grayston Drive
Sandton
Postal Address
P.O. Box 651922
Benmore | 2010
Tel: +27 11 783 5698
Fax: +27 11 783 3666
MIDRAND (New Road)
Physical Address
Building 5 Midridge Office (North)
IBG Office Park
Cnr New Road (West) and
6th Street
Midrand
Postal Address
P.O. Box 3173 | Halfway House
Midrand | 1685
Tel: +27 11 653 1600
Fax: +27 11 318 0569

PRETORIA
Physical Address
Office 5, 2nd Floor
Burren Building
Kasteel Park | Jochemus Street
Erusmuskloof | Pretoria
Postal Address
P.O. Box 3173
Halfway House
Midrand | 1685
Tel: +27 12 347 3779
Fax: +27 12 347 3776
BLOEMFONTEIN
Physical Address
39C First Avenue
Westdene
Bloemfontein | 9301
Postal Address
Private Bag X11
Suite No. 24 | Brandhof
Bloemfontein | 9324
Tel: +27 51 448 0271
Fax: +27 51 448 0273
PORT ELIZABETH
Physical Address
1st Floor | University Chambers
26 Bird Street Central | 6000
Postal Address
P.O. Box 350
Port Elizabeth | 6000
Tel: +27 41 585 0590
Fax: +27 41 585 0591
DURBAN
Physical Address
61 Ramsay Avenue
Berea | Durban | 4000
Postal Address
P.O. Box 30427 | Mayville
Tel: +27 31 207 4062
Fax: +27 31 207 4156

3

CAPE TOWN
Physical Address
Room 206 A&B
Tokai Village | Vans Drive | Tokai
Postal Address
P.O. Box 39305
Cape Town | 7948
Tel: +27 21 712 2915
Fax: +27 21 713 4194
MIDRAND (Country View)
Physical Address
326 Azalea Road
Country View
Midrand | 1682
Postal Address
P.O. Box 1012
Ferndale | 2016
Tel: +27 11 318 7840/4
Fax: +27 11 318 6714
CENTURION
Physical Address
50 Oak Avenue
Highveld Techno Park
Centurion | 0046
Postal Address
P.O. Box 561
Irene
Centurion | 0062
Tel: +27 12 749 2000
Fax: +27 12 749 2030
GONDWANA
ENVIRONMENTAL
SOLUTIONS
Physical address
562 Ontdekkers Road
Florida Ext 3
Roodepoort | Johannesburg
Postal Address
P.O. Box 158
Florida Hills | 1716
Tel: +27 11 472 3112
Fax: +27 11 674 3705
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SUBSIDIARIES
Palace Engineering Services (Pty) Ltd t/a
Palace Technologies
Operating Divisions:
• Natural Resources, Building Services
and Industrial
• Transmission, Distribution, ISMS and DMS
• Transportation, Water and Residential Housing
• Architecture
• Quantity Survey, Project/Programme
Management and Facilities Management

www.palaceengineering.co.za
email: pes@palacegroup.co.za
Palace Real Estate (Pty) Ltd

www.palacereal.co.za
email: pre@palacegroup.co.za
Malangeni Electrical and Civil Contractors
(Pty) Ltd

www.malangeni.co.za
email: malangeni@palacegroup.co.za
Grinpal Energy Management (Pty) Ltd

www.grinpal.co.za
email: info@grinpal.co.za
Gondwana Environmental Solutions (Pty) Ltd

www.gondwanagroup.co.za
email: info@gesza.co.za

www.palacegroup.co.za
info@palacegroup.co.za

